Reference: 20/45043

21 August 2020

Mr Michael Lennon
C/- ODASA Consultation
28 Leigh Street
ADELAIDE SA 5000
By email: DPTI.ODASAConsultation@sa.gov.au

Dear Mr Lennon,
DRAFT LOCAL DESIGN REVIEW SCHEME - COMMENTS FROM THE BAROSSA COUNCIL
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on the Draft Local Design Review
Scheme. Council considered this matter at its Council Meeting on 18 July 2020 and
resolved:
"That Council:
(1)
(2)

Notes the report and endorses the key messages to be included in its submission
on the Local Design Review Scheme for South Australia Draft for Consultation and
Consultation Guide;
Authorises the Chief Executive Officer or his delegate to prepare a submission and
for this to be submitted to the Office foe Design and Architecture South Australia
by 21 July 2020"

Council provides the following comments on the proposed scheme.
Complexity
Given that Design Review is a component of the new planning system it is accepted there
needs to be some formality and detail to the Scheme and associated processes; however
Council is concerned that the draft Scheme is unnecessarily complex to the point that it
might actually discourage participation by councils. In this regard specific concerns
relate to:




The requirement for councils to seek registration as a “Designated Entity”
The obligation for renewal of registration every three years
Imposition of a fee to seek registration with no detail provided as to the purpose of
the fee and how it is to be used, the actual amount, and whether it is payable
annually or only on renewal of registration

Process to specify classes of development
Council is also concerned about the lack of detail provided regarding the process to
specify the classes of development that a council intends to be available for Design
Review. It is acknowledged these would be identified within the Planning and Design
Code, most likely via an Overlay introduced through a Code Amendment but no detail is
provided on the Code Amendment process such as when it would occur, who would
initiates the amendment, and whether it would require formal public consultation.
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There is also no indication about any process to 'fine-tune' the specified classes of development in future,
nor who would hold responsibility to specify classes of development within the Code where an
independent provider arrangement was in place.
Council respectfully suggests that the designation process should be a formality following registration of a
Council as a Designated Entity (if that requirement is maintained) with a Code Amendment being a
"Complying change" under Section 75 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016 (the
Act). Council also suggests that the Scheme and associated Code Amendment process include the
ability to fine-tune the specified classes of development, perhaps linking this to the proposed routine
reporting and monitoring process.
A fragmented approach to Design Review
The Act appears to envisage a single Design Review scheme for the State, whereas the draft Scheme
appears to only apply to councils and independent providers, with the existing state ODASA process
running separately under the Section 122 referral arrangements. Council's concerns with this are:





Potential duplication of design review options in the metropolitan area
The unfair treatment of non-metropolitan councils in that metropolitan councils could decide to
continue to rely on the 'free' ODASA process whereas non-metropolitan councils would need to go
through the formal registration and Panel member recruitment processes bearing all the associated
Panel costs
A confused public with two different 'design review' systems

Design panel member pools and appointment to panels
The Act clearly indicates that a panel will only be established on receipt of an application by a person
who is considering undertaking development. Council interprets this to mean that a design panel will
have a limited life and in theory multiple design panels could be in place at the same time in a council
area, each dealing with different proposals. Based on the draft scheme Council understands that a
design panel for a particular proposal would comprise one or more independent members selected from
a 'pool' that the designated entity has previously established.
Council sees merit in the concept of a pool of suitably qualified and experienced independent members
but is concerned that the draft scheme does not clearly separate the initial establishment of the pool of
members from the separate and periodic appointment of a panel. As an example, Sections 2.5 and 2.6
suggest that notification be given to the Chief Executive and induction of members be undertaken each
time a panel is appointment whereas it would seem appropriate for this to occur when the initial panel
member pool is established, not each time a design panel is established for a one-off proposal.
General observations and comments
The following comments are made on specific provisions in the Draft for Consultation:
 2.4: Item 2 indicates: "All persons within a panel member pool established by a Local Design Review
Administrator must be independent from the council and any relevant authority appointed by that
council."; however Council does not appoint relevant authorities, rather they are designated by the
Act
 5.2-1: Should this explicitly state that the signed design advice needs to be provided to the
proponent? In other words, 5.2-2 indicates this, but not 5.2-1
 5.4-1: Should the proponent be obliged to advise the designated authority that they have lodged a
development application?
 5.4-3: "council" should read "the relevant authority" in that a council would not be receiving the
development application but the council assessment panel, Assessment Manager or an accredited
professional. Also, why would only the council undertake a concurrence check and not an
independent administrator?
 The design review scheme refers to 'designated entity' (means a Local Design Review Administrator
or Independent Design Review Administrator) however it is noted this is defined differently in the
Planning, Development and Infrastructure (Fees, Charges and Contributions) Regulations 2019 (an
assessment panel acting as a relevant authority or the assessment manager). As the scheme calls
up the regulations these different definitions could create confusion.
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The Act envisages that a design panel may adopt such procedures as it thinks fit however the
scheme appears to stipulate a number of procedures thereby reducing a design panel's flexibility
to operate as it thinks best.

We look forward to ongoing collaboration with ODASA, the State Planning Commission and
departmental staff to discuss the concerns raised and our suggested responses.
Regarding the submission content, please contact Gary Mavrinac, Director Development and
Environmental Services in the first instance.
Yours sincerely,

Martin McCarthy
Chief Executive Officer
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